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REACHING OUT
Effecting change one person at a time
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tbra: What is it, you ask?
Huntington Beach’s Tenant Based Rental Assistance Program
SPECIAL
POINTS OF
INTEREST

(TBRA) provides a homeless person or family with temporary
assistance in paying rent and related assistance, with the goal of self
sufficiency within six months. The City funds the program with
HUD/HOME and other housing funds that are carefully budgeted.
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NEXT EDITION OF
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***

THANK YOU TO THE
TWO PEOPLE WHO
DONATED BUS
PASSES TO THE
HTF. IT HELPS
OFFICER RICCI AND
OFFICER SCHLOSS
DO THEIR JOBS.
The passes are
really appreciated
by those with whom
we are working.

Renewal grants are not guaranteed, nor are they unlimited, so great
care must be taken with program administration.
TBRA is designed for the higher functioning homeless who
will be able to assume all rent payments within a designated time
frame, not to exceed one year. Individuals must be interviewed,
accepted into the program and commit to case management. The
most critical focus is employment that will result in self-sufficiency.
TBRA does not involve a housing voucher. Rather, the client finds an
apartment and signs a lease after the requisite credit check. The
landlord agrees to accept a third party check and is paid by the
nonprofit that administers the program. Huntington Beach’s
programs are administered by Interval House and Mercy House.
These housing nonprofits are constantly looking for landlords willing
to accept third party checks. If you can help, please email us.
The TBRA program has been a Godsend for many, as it gives
people the hand up they need to begin again. In the last eighteen
months, Interval House and Mercy House have assisted 88 homeless
in getting housing. Twenty-one have graduated to self sufficiency
and are permanently housed. Many are still being assisted.
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RECENT HOUSING AND RELOCATION EFFORTS
Officers Ricci
and Schloss
reunited this
woman with
family members
in Texas. They
were quite
relieved upon
her return.
The Homeless
Outreach
Coordinator
then received
a phone call from an emotional relative thanking the htf for
the bus ticket. She said she was shocked the hbpd paid for
these things. when she was told that the money came from
the community and not police or city funds, she could not
believe it. “You must have very generous residents.” Yes, we do.
An Interesting Reunification…

During July, our HTF officers
helped these individuals get
off the street. With new
opportunities, we are hopeful
they can create a new path.

Interval House was working with a
man who came to them via referral
from the Homeless Task Force. The
man was referred to IH as a possible
TBRA candidate. When things did
not seem quite right, IH dug a little
deeper and found out that relatives
in Northern California had been
looking for him for many months.
They located the relatives who flew
down and were reunited with their
missing family member. Nicely
done, Interval House!
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